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G.R. Case No. 2263 of 2017

IN THE COURT OF ADDL. CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,

TINSUKIA

GR No. 2263 of 2017

STATE OF ASSAM

-VS-

1. SRI DIPANTA BORPATRA GOHAIN @ UMA, 
S/O SRI KAMAL BORPATRA GOHAIN

2. SRI HEMANTA BORAH, S/O MANIRAM BORAH

BOTH ARE RESIDENT OF

                          KAPTANCHUK, LAIPULI 

P.S. & DIST: TINSUKIA (ASSAM)

Under Section 394 of IPC

Present: Debasish Kashyap,

Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia

FOR THE STATE:  Mrs. Jugamaya Phukan, learned Asstt. PP

FOR THE ACCUSED: Sri Rajib Gohain, learned defence counsel 

CHARGE FRAMED ON: 24/01/2017

EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 23.08.2018, 22.10.2018, 07.02.2019, 
05.03.2019, 14.08.2019, 09.09.2019, 
04.12.2019 

                           

ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 22/02/2018 

JUDGMENT DELIVERED ON: 24/02/2020 

Dictated and corrected by me
Debasish Kashyap, Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Tinsukia
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JUDGMENT
PROSECUTION CASE:

1. On the night of 31/10/2017 at about 2.40 AM, one truck bearing

No.NL-01/AA-2347 loaded with  rice  bag  arrived  at  Hijuguri,  Tinsukia

near NRL petrol pump from Bihar and stopped there. Md. Sadre Alom,

Dist-Madhuwani,  Bihar  was  the  driver  of  the  truck  while  Sri  Shyam

Choudhury was the helper.  The accused persons arrived there after

some time and offered to help the driver of the truck to take to their

destination. When the driver declined that offer, the accused persons

jumped into  the  truck  and snatched Rs.4,000/-  from the driver  and

mobile handset from the driver as well as from the helper. When they

resisted,  the accused persons  attacked them with  sharp object  and

stones. Both the accused fled away thereafter. However, some persons

travelling in a Scorpio vehicle saw the incident and informed the police.

On  getting  information,  police  arrived  there  and  found  one  purse

dropped by the accused.  It  is  from the document contained in  that

purse, the accused persons could be identified.  

INVESTIGATION:

2. The driver of the truck, Md. Sadre Alom, Dist-Madhuwani, lodged

a  written  FIR  in  this  regard  at  Hijuguri  Out  Post.  The  case  was

registered as Tinsukia PS Case No. 1352/2017 under Section 394 of IPC

and SI,  Paragjyoti  Buragohain took up the investigation of the case.

Both  the  accused  were  arrested  and  remanded  to  judicial  custody.

Later,  they  were  released  on  bail.  On  completion  of  investigation,

charge-sheet was submitted against the accused Sri Dipanta Borpatra

Gohain @ Uma and Sri Hemanta Borah under Section 394 of IPC.

FRAMING OF CHARGE:

3. The accused were summoned for appearance. Copies of relevant

documents are furnished to the accused persons on their appearance.

After hearing both sides and finding prima facie material, charge under

Section 394 of IPC was framed against both the accused by my learned

predecessor.  Particulars  of  the  above  offence  are  read  over  and
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explained to the accused persons by my learned predecessor to which

they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.

TRIAL:

4. Prosecution  has  adduced  evidence  of  nine  witnesses.

Prosecution has failed to produce the remaining witness and hence on

the  prayer  of  the  learned  APP,  prosecution  evidence  was  closed.

Considering  the  nature  of  evidence  adduced,  examination  of  the

accused under Section 313 of Cr.P.C. is dispensed with. Defence side

declined  to  adduce  any  evidence  and  hence  defence  evidence  is

closed. I have heard the argument of both the sides.

5. POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

Whether on 01.11.2017 at about 2.40 am the accused had voluntarily

caused hurt to the informant Md. Sadre Alam and his handiman Shyam

Choudhury in committing robbery of Rs.4000/- and two mobile handset

from them when they were in their truck bearing R/N NL-01AA-2347 at

NRL Petrol Pump, Hijuguri, Tinsukia and thereby committed an offence

punishable u/s 394 of IPC?

ARGUMENT FOR AND AGAINST THE PROSECUTION CASE:

6. The learned APP has submitted that the prosecution case is well

established  by  all  the  witnesses  of  the  prosecution  and  hence  the

accused are liable for punishment. 

7. On  the  other  hand,  the  learned  counsel  of  the  accused  has

argued that there is no evidence from the informant and victim of the

alleged incident.  Moreover,  none of  the prosecution witnesses could

establish the prosecution case. Hence, the accused persons are liable

to be acquitted. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

8.         PW-1 Sri Kamaleswar Gogoi deposed that he was sleeping at

the time of incident. On the next day, police came and asked him to

sign in a paper. Ext-1 seizure list and Ext-1(1) is his signature thereon.
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9. During  his  cross-examination,  he  deposed  that  he  had  not

witnessed the occurrence. He had given his signature in a blank paper

and police did not say anything regarding the signature. He also stated

that he has no knowledge about the incident.

10. PW2-Sri Shivji Mandal deposed that he has no knowledge about

the incident. Same is the case with PW3-Sri Binud Rai.  

11. Again, PW4-Sri  Lakhi  Borah deposed that one year ago police

called him and asked his name. He knows nothing about the incident.

12. Another witness, PW-5-Smt. Brishti Borah deposed that he knows

nothing about the incident. Police asked her to sign on a paper and

accordingly,  he  signed.  Ext.2  is  the  said  paper  and  Ext.2(1)  is  her

signature.

13. PW-6 Sri Hemanta Baruah deposed that on 01.11.2017 he was

posted at Hijuguri OP as Head Constable. On that day, they were on

night patrolling duty at NH-37 near Hijuguri.  One Scorpio vehicle came

and one of the passenger told them that one boy was assaulting one

driver near petrol pump. They immediately rushed to the P.O. but the

accused fled away. But, later on the accused were apprehended by the

I/C Paragjyoti Buragohain of Hijuguri OP. The victim Shyam Choudhury

was examined medically.

14. PW7-Sri Lakhinath Hazarika was a constable at Hijuguri Out Post

at the time of the incident. He deposed that the incident took place in

the year 2017.  On the day of incident, he along with HC Hemanta

Baruah, HG Manideep Gogoi went for patrolling in the area of Hijuguri.

During their patrolling duty, they found the accused Uma Gohain near

NRL petrol  pump who was under the influence of liquor.   Then they

come back near over bridge Hijuguri and got an information that an

incident had taken place near NRL petrol pump.  Thereafter, they along

with  I/C  Hijuguri  OP went  there and saw that  a truck was standing

there.  The driver of that truck told them that an incident of dacoity

had taken place there. But they did not find any person. On the next
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morning,  they  arrested  the  accused  Uma Gohain  on  the  ground  of

suspicion and brought to the PS.

15. During his cross-examination, he deposed that police recorded

his  statement.   He  reached  the  PO  after  about  1-2  hours  of  the

incident.

16. PW8-Sri Manideep Gogoi @ Manip deposed that the incident took

place in the year 2017 at about 2-2.30 a.m.  On the day of incident, he

along with HC Hemanta Baruah, constable Lakhinath Hazarika went for

patrolling in the area of  Hijuguri.   During their  patrolling duty,  they

found the accused Uma Gohain near NRL petrol pump who was under

the influence of liquor.  Then they came back near over bridge Hijuguri

and  got  an  information  that  an  incident  had  taken  place  near  NRL

petrol pump.  Thereafter, they along with I/C Hijuguri OP went there

and saw that a truck was standing there.  The driver of that truck told

them that  the accused snatched away the mobile phone and some

money.  The driver and another person sustained injury. They brought

them to Tinsukia Civil Hospital for treatment. On the next morning, he

along  with  I/C  Hijuguri  OP  went  to  the  house  of  the  accused  Uma

Gohain and Hemanta Borah near NRL petrol pump.  The accused were

arrested and brought to the PS.

17. During  his  cross-examination,  he  deposed  that  police  did  not

record his statement.  He also stated that he does not know Shyam

Choudhury.

18. PW-9 Sri Shankab Koushik Handique @ Chandan deposed that

the incident took place on 01.11.2017 at about 11.30 pm.  At that time,

he  along  with  his  friend  Sri  Amit  Gogoi  was  coming  from  Panitola

towards Tinsukia in a Scorpio car. Then one unknown person came in

front of his car.  He stopped his car and asked him why he was doing

so.  The  said  person  told  him  that  somebody  had  assaulted  and

threatened him.  Thereafter, he came towards Tinsukia.  On the way,

he  saw  police  patrolling  party  near  the  Hijuguri  over  bridge.  He

informed the matter to the patrolling party.  He knows nothing more
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than that.

19. During  his  cross-examination  he  deposed  that  police  did  not

record his statement.

20. From the above discussion, it is clear that P.W.2, P.W.3 and P.W.4

are not at all aware about any incident as alleged. P.W.1 and P.W.5 are

seizure witnesses. However, they are also not at all aware about any

seizure for which their signatures were obtained. Seized articles are

also not produced before the Court. Hence, any seizure could not be

established  by  the  prosecution.  On  the  other  hand,  P.W.9  has  only

informed  about  an  incident  to  police  patrolling  party.  His  evidence

would not be of any help to the prosecution.  

21. Again, P.W.6, P.W.7 and P.W.8 were on patrolling duty at the time

of the alleged incident. All they had stated is that the accused persons

were arrested and brought to Hijuguri Out Post. Among them, P.W.7 has

stated that the accused persons were arrested on suspicion. On the

other hand, the P.W.8 has stated that the driver of the truck had told

them that  the  accused person  had snatched his  mobile  phone and

money.  But  the  driver  of  the  truck  could  not  be  produced  by  the

prosecution. Hence, this statement of the P.W.8 is not substantiated by

any  believable  material.  These  witnesses  too  therefore,  could  not

support the prosecution case to the satisfaction of the Court.

22. It  therefore transpires that prosecution has failed to bring out

any  material  against  the  accused  persons  through  its  evidence  in

support of the offence charged. 

ORDER

23. In result, prosecution has failed to prove its case under Section

394 of I.P.C. against the accused persons. Accordingly, the accused Sri

Dipanta Borpatra Gohain @ Uma and Sri Hemanta Bora are found not

guilty and acquitted of the charge under Section 394 of I.P.C. and they

are set at liberty forthwith. 

24. The bail bond executed by the accused and surety are extended
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for next six months as per the Provisions of section 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

25. Seized articles, if any be returned to the rightful owner as per

law. 

Case is disposed of on contest.

Judgment is pronounced in open court, in presence of both sides, and

given under my hand and seal of this court on this 24th day of February,

2020. 

   (Debasish Kashyap)

              Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                      Tinsukia
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APPENDIX

EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION

Ext.1…….Seizure list

Ext.1(1)….Signature of P.W.1 

Ext.2………Paper where the P.W.5 has put his signature

Ext.2(2)….Signature of P.W.5 

EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE

NONE

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE PROSECUTION

NONE

MATERIAL EXHIBIT OF THE DEFENCE

NONE 

PROSECUTION WITNESS

P.W. 1 : Sri Kamaleswar Gogoi, the informant

P.W. 2 : Sri Shivji Mandal,

P.W.3  : Sri Binud Rai

P.W.4  : Sri Lakhi Borah

P.W.5  : Smt. Brishti Borah

P.W.6  : Sri Hemanta Baruah

P.W.7  : Sri Lakhinath Hazarika

P.W.8  : Sri Manideep Gogoi @ Manip

P.W.9  : Sri Shankab Koushik Handique @ Chandan

DEFENCE WITNESS

NONE

        (Debasish Kashyap)

                   Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,
                           Tinsukia
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